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Rebus eBOL revolutionizes your bill of lading process 
by seamlessly integrating with your current workflow, 
allowing you to effortlessly generate, manage, and 
access digital bills of lading with a few clicks.



Contact us to learn more about 
Rebus, the only visibility platform 
built for the warehouse.

“Their creativity in devising solutions to complex problems really 
impressed me. [They] understand our business. That makes such a 

difference, and you won’t find that with just any supplier.”

Industry-Leading Global Food Manufacturer

If you’ve ever grappled with the inefficiencies of traditional paper bills of 
lading—fumbling through crumpled, damaged documents or worrying about 
misplaced paperwork—Rebus eBOL is the solution you’ve been waiting for.

rebus.io
1-888-904-4005

Increase Efficiency with Faster Billing Processes

Rebus eBOL facilitates a seamless transition from paper-based bills of lading to a fully digitized 
process, requiring minimal human intervention. Users can access and review all BOLs from the digital 
archive, complete with creation and signing timestamps, and download signed BOLs in PDF format.

Transition to a digital workflow with Rebus eBOL

Rebus eBOL integrates seamlessly with SmartBOL, allowing you to streamline the management 
of your bills of lading. Say goodbye to rifling through dusty filing cabinets in search of vital 
documents. With just a few clicks, you can retrieve any historical bill of lading within the Rebus 
platform, simplifying your supply chain management process effortlessly.

Designed to integrate seamlessly with Smart BOL
Unlock a world of possibilities with SmartBOL’s advanced features integrated into Rebus eBOL. 
Seamlessly support standard VICS BOLs and custom BOL formats to meet your specific needs. 
Effortlessly capture digital signatures at kiosks, on mobile devices, or tablets. Simplify check-ins 
and check-outs using QR codes for a swift, hassle-free process. Instantly send eBOLs via email or 
SMS to drivers, ensuring immediate access to crucial documents. This powerful integration brings 
unmatched efficiency, flexibility, and convenience to your BOL management.


